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Golb y Opens State Series Games
A ga inst Bates Bobcat s Tomorrow
Herb DeVcber Wins MontgomcryC ontest Prof. Warren Speaks Mules Picked To win
Condon Medal Takes Place Friday in Men 's Assembl y Crown For Fourth Time

Arne Lindberg Elected As
Class Marshal
Herbert W. DeVeber , of Newburyport, Mass., was elected to receive
the Condon medal at a joint assembly
of the senior men and women Tuesday morning. At the same time Arne
O. Lindberg, of Stockholm, Me., was
chosen to act as Class Marshal at the
commencement exercises.
The Condon medal is awarded
yearly to that member of the senior
class who, in the eyes of his classmates, displays to the utmost of his
ability the qualities of a good college
citizen. DeVeber is a worthy recipient of the medal. He has been active in athletics for four years, is a
member of honorary and professional
societies, and this year has acted as
President of the Student Council and
Senior class.
Arne Lindberg was a member of his
freshman track team , is SecretaryTreasurer of the Senior class, and
was recently made a member of Phi
Beta Kanpa.

Seven Colby Delegates
At Ban gor Conference
Seven delegates from Colby attended the Student Volunteer Conference
at Bangor Theological Seminary this
week-end, a conference which may be
memorable in the history of campus
religious enterprises. The unexpected development came from a suggestion by a student delegate, which will
probably lead to the forming of a
Maine unit of the New England Student Christian Movement , ancl to a
certain extent a reorganization and
increased cooperation between the
organizations of the other Maine colleges and normal schools. Serious
consideration and planning is being
carried on now concerning the various relationships oi the proposed
project.
Tho main program of the Convention included several lectures by Professor M, Bradshaw, based on his
world tour of last year , in which he
gave his impressions of the "Wise
men of the East" including such leaders as Kagawa and Ghandi ; he also
spoke of the different phases, both oi!
beauty and sordidness, of Buddhism
ancl Hinduism ; another lecture was
built around a set of beautiful colored lantern slides of foreign scenes.
Ho spoke particularly of the heroism
and true spirit of service he o'bserved
among the Christian missionaries,
Tho lively discussion, and the opportunities for acquaintance with stud ents nncl counc il or s of othor co lle ge s
in Maine, and the though t provoking
addresses, made the conference very
worth the effort of going during a
busy season of campus activity. The
Colby delegates wore : Mildred Colwoll , Jean Cobb, Ruth Yoaton, Irene
Koclcwood, Alice Manley, and M y ra
Whitttvkor.
NOTICE

v

There, will bo a mooting of the
n ominating committee for the offic ers o f th e Sop hom ore class of the
men 's division of next yew in the
Economies Room , Recitati on Hall,
Friday, May 1, 1030, at ono o'clock,

In his address to the men's assembly on Friday, April 24, Professor
Elmer Warren , Director of the Personnel Bureau , explained that letter
men and "good" fellows are desirable
characters but that today big business
respects brains and big business expects you to give all you have.
He continued by saying that collie
personnel work has over thirty recognized principals and functions, but
two of them, vocational guidance and
placement, are of interest to the individual . Vocational guidance has
been overcome in the past but today
some sane work is being carried out.
However, the real decision is the product of logical and mature thinking
of the individual concerned ; all the
college official can do is suggest
sources of reliable information concerning work, and re quirements for
success in it. As for placement, all
the third person can do is facilitate
the meeting of employer and employee.
The speaker continued by saying
that there are many desirable qualities for a job seeker , to possess. Good
health ,, good,.,..physique,. -, good-voice,:
vigor, charm of manner, general
poise , good character, and helpful
attitude are some of them.
"Character is, of course, the most
vital quality to be desired. This includes hot only academic honesty and
faithfulness but innate loyalty in
littl e things and enthusiastic interest
in the job at hand. It also includes
purpose behind action ; readiness to
accept responsibility and cai'ry it
through ; spontaneous action in matters of cooperation ; in a word, thoroughly dependable , with an optimistic, helpful attitude, " said Professor
Warren.
He explained that one should master the art of applying for a job , that
is, selling ones' mind to an employer.
This takes considerable preparation
and this preparation will put one in
a selected class ancl give him a job
better suited to his tastes and abilities.
"Be ready for your opportunity
On noxt Monday at a voluntary assembly in Chapel , members of the when it comes,". concluded Mr. Warwomen's division will have the oppor- ren , "few people think of this."
tunity of hearing Mrs. Donald Wright
of the Klew England Student Christian Movement and executive of the
Y. W. C. A. Mrs, Wright, who was
at Colby earlier this year to discuss
plans for the coming Mnqua conference , is now coming to present tho
importan.ee of this conference to the
, Professor E , J. Colgan recently deentire student group.
livered
a radio, address over the AuHeld annually for one week in
gusta station. The text of the adJune and opon to girls from any of
dress, entitled "Mental Health of the
the colleges and normal schools in the
School." Child ," follows ;
n orth ern p art of New En glan d , this
As, '. soon as .wo begin to consider
year 's Y. W. C. A. get-together will
the
influence of education on the
take place at an especially beautiful
child
/ w e "loarn that formal training
site on Lake Winnipesaukee , N. H.
in
the
school is not our only concern;
Since Colby Y. W .0. A. has in the
The
child
does not begin his existence
past boom responsible for some of tho
in.th
e
school
, nor does his education
most prominent delegations at these
: . Ordinarily, his , history
begin
thoro.
meet i n gs, it urges Colby girls this year
begins
in
the
family,—-in fact , it beto take advantage of tho chance to
'whoso origin is lost
gins
in
a
family
hear Mrs. Wright on Monday. Many
an>
in
the
mists
of
ancient, morning.
Colby stu de nts have r eg arde d t ho ir
his,
T
latest arrival of our species carex pe r ie nce at Mn q ua . as a mon g th e
most memor ab l e , events in their col- ries in himself the accumulated heritage of our race on the biological side,
lege career.
Since it is possible for tho Y. W, and is born into another heritage of
,
OVA. bu dget to offe r help to a limited soc i al inst ituti ons ,imd cu stoms and
manners
iwliich.
p
'must
learn to use,
'h
num be r of stu d ents in , beari ng the ex, lie must loam to adapt Himto
which
pense of this conference ,' it is sug¦which , wo.hope, h o will'help
gested that girls interested in attend- self , and
to
improve.
Springing from the fnmin g got in touch with loin, Chase as
soon after Monday as possible.
(Contmuod on page 5)

About a hundred representatives
from 52 "high schools in Maine , New
Hampshire ' and Massachusetts will
gather at Colby this Friday afternoon
and evening for the 27th annual
holding of the Montgomery Prize
Speaking Contest.
Preceding a meeting of coaches
and contestants in the chapel at 10:30
Friday morning, the guests will attend the morning assembly. At noon
all will gather at the Ware Parlors
for a luncheon served by the Alliance
of the Unitarian Church.
Preliminary contests judged by 30
members of the Public Speaking department will be held at two o'clock
in the adfternoon. Contestants give
declamations not more than six minutes in length . Three or more of the
best speakers from each of these
groups will be selected for the finals
at .7 :45 an the evening. However,
no announcement, will be .made of the
finalists until they are called on Friday night. President Franklin "W.
Johnson -will preside over these exercises.
A banquet for contestants and
judges followed 'by a program of- after
dinner speaking precedes the finals.
This will also be served by the Alliance of the Unitarian Church at the
Ware Parlors.
While here the high school speakers will be entertained at fraternity
houses. The general committee of
undergraduates who are in charge of
entertainment arrangements are as
follows:
Harold W. Hickey, '36 , Chairman ,
R. B. Moore , '30, J. E. Glover , '37 ,
H. W. Wolff , '30, L. J. Hartt, '36, R.
I. Gammon , '37, E. H. Shu man , '38,
B. C. Stallavd , ' '87 , M. G. Ryan , '37.

Mrs. Donald Wri ght
Here Next Monda y

Professor Colgan
Gives Radio Talk

Wadsworth Is Pra ised
for Athletic Su pp ort
(Second in a series of articles on
leading Alumni supporters.)
What . Colby athlete doesn't know
"Mr. Wadsworth?" Can you name
many in the past that haven't known
this man who is unquestionably as
loyal a rooter as any college ever
had? Year in and year out he has
stuck with Colby and her athletic
teams, win or lose. Year after year
he has appeared at most of the athletic
contests that Colby has competed in,
sometimes going back to his ' home in
Winthrop Center a disappointed man,
but always seeing some good in- the
boys and looking forward to 'better
things the nest time. the : occasion
should arise for his presence.
.. The above paragraph is a good description of Hon. Herbert E. Wadsworth, former Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, and a man who is interested, in the "New , Campus for Old
fGdIby^»^,project^as ;<-anuch ras -'-'he-^ has
'been interested in everything . else
during his .connection with the college, both as an undergraduate and
as an Alumnus.
I have no doubt but that when the
construction of the new buildings
gets underway that he will be found
up there more than once a week looking over wh-it-he has wanted to see
for a number of years—a bigger and
better Colby. Mr. Wadsworth likes
boys, and enjoys nothing quite as
much as seeing them, having fun in
recreational activity.
' His hobby is athletics, and. he happily admits that it will always be his
pet amusement, Mr. Wadsworth is
not one of these men whose words
speak louder than his actions. His
loyalty to Colby is active as a man
who is willing to do , his share to keep
his Alma Mater going. He is the exact opposite from that type of Alumnus whose loyalty is en his tongue
alone.
Last year , he said he experienced
the happiest moment of his life when
he was awarded the Colby "C" at tho
athletic assembly. No one ever deserved a letter any. more than he.
Many Colby athletes of the past can
recall those generous football , baseball, ancl hockey banquets that Mr.
Wadsworth so graciously provided for
(Continued on page 5)
NOTICE
LEAP YEAR CO-ED WEEK
Tho rumor is prevalent about the
campus that the week from May 10
to May 16 -will be "leap year co-ed
week. ", During this period Colby 's
sweetest are supposed to do nil the
calling.for dates, and out of courtesy
t o the i r su p erior com p an^ io ns, tho y
are supposed to offer to carry the
men 's books at tho slightest provocation. 'Tis rumored that the girls will
bo asked to call for tho boys at tho
houses on the evening- of the freshman d anc o , which is to bo , held May

io.
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All you lassies who have ; boon seeing someone else go out with the boy
of yonr : dro-\ms will how bo able to
stop .in and rifflit the situation before
it is too late, Perhaps tho boys will
stand for "dutch treats,'' so Tornom¦ ',
bor girls~M:ay lQ ' to <X & ';

Experienced Pitchers Ate
Lacking To Roimdymen
The State Series diamond play will
get in swing Thursday afternoon
when Dave Morey brings his formidible Bates Bobcats here for the opener.. Last spring Colby lost the initial
series contest to the Moreymen by a
.7-4 score, but it doesn't look as
though they will be able to do much
this year due to lack of pitching.
Bernie Marcus, who knocked out
two long homers in his debut here
two years ago, will bear watching as
will Stan Bergeron, who has played
ball in the Cape Cod League for several summers. Marcus is' a distance
hitter, but hasn 't found his eye yet
tnis . year. Bergeron is reputed to
be> just about the class as far as college first basemen go. He fields like
a big. timer and hits with the best. in.
the college league.
In the Bates outfield with. Marcus,
will 'be Johnson , a slugger from Hallowell,; and Bill Dunlevy, former Kents.
Hiir sstarr " 'B 'ill ' Callahan , nephew of
Bill Carrigan, will-be on second .; Stan
Sherman at short; with . either Brud
Morin or Joe Pignone at the "hot
corner. " The veteran Ronny Gillis
will do the catching.
Coach Morey has been workingovertime trying to uncover a couple
of starting pitchers. Bob Fish , Hal
Malone, Don Webster , Bob Darling,
and Cap Atherton constitute the
Bates flinging nucleus. Malone is a
freshman and has looked good in his
work to date, but he hasn't very good
control. Webster, a former E dward
Little high pitcher , seems to have
what it takes , but needs seasoning.
He is the third Red Eddi<? to pitch for
a Maine college against Colby this
year as Eeidnian of Maine and White
of Bowdoin are numbered as Alumni
(Continued on page 2) '

Prizes Won In
Hamlin Contest
Violet Hamilton and John Chaeh- ¦•
maty won first prizes in the annual
Hamlin Prize Contest, oldest of Colby 's public speaking contests, held in
the chapel April 22. Mary Crowley
and Nathaniel Guptill - took second
places.
. Ten members of the class of 1939 ,
six from the women 's division and S
four from the men 's, took p art in th e
contest; Prizes of ten dollars and five ;
dollars were awarded the winners in
each division. Amy Thompson , '86,
presided , and members of tho public
speaking classes acted ns a board of
ju dges. Miss Thompson and Harold
Hickey trained the spankers .
Miss Hamilton gave a selection
from the play "Dust of the Road ,,"
an d Mr. Chacnmaty delivered Carter
Gloss' recent Sonato speech defending Woodrow Wilson from the attacks of Senator Nye in a Sonata
probo, Miss Crowley 's reading was
"Tho Magic of an Hour " by Bomanoto
an d Mr. Guptill spoke "Immortality "
by Taylor.
The othor contestants woro Ernestine Wilson , Alma Moses, JthodiV ' ,
Woin , Alysnn Hooper , r Jnmos Wil- '
Hums , and Wilson Piper. '
t
., , ¦• ,
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TeMis And Golf Teams Blue And Gray Meet
Invade OtSier States Northeastern Sat
Tennis Sextet Out To Better Golf Aggregation Shows
Four Veterans
-Last-Record

Mule track followers will be given
their
one and only chance of the seaColby s tennis team left Waterville
son
to
see the Colby track team in
on Tuesday afternoon for its invasion
action
on
Saturday afternoon when
of Massachusetts and Rhode. Island.
'band
of Northeastern'spikthe
strong
Poor weather conditions have made it
ed
shoe
artists
will be entertained.
impossible for the Blue and Gray
Huntington Avenue
The
Huskies
from
racket wielders to do much outdoor
have one of the strongest teams in
work, and this lack of practice, is- exNew England and made an excellent
pected to hamper their play in the
showing in the Greater Boston Interopening matches.
collegiates last Saturday.
This afternoon the Mules played
They have a couple of fine sprintthe Brown University team at Proviers, two excellent hurdlers in Allan
dence. Tomorrow the Colby boys
Hakanson and Eay Henderson; a first
face Tufts at Medford , and on Friday
class quarter miler-in Dick Ellis ; a
will oppose the Rhode Island State
worthy distance rival for Cliff Veysey
court stars at Kingston, R. I. The
in Bill Johnston.
experience gained during this trip
Cecil Daggett and Bob Turbyne
should do much to prepare,the Colby
will have their troubles winning the
team for the state intercollegiate
dash events. Cecil should do 10 1-5
matches which begin soon.
for the 100 Saturday ; while Turbyne
1;. • •Those who made the trip are Jim
hopes to do the 220 in 22 flat , which
Boss, Izzy Rothblatt, Dick Currier;
will be approaching George MittlesPete Allen, Fred Demiers ancl Leo
dorf's State Meet record.
Seltzer. .
Paul Merrick will have to be content to place in the quarter when he
faces the flying feet of Ellis. This boy
More Sports on Page 5
has done the 440 in 49 seconds, and
may approach this mark Saturday.
Johnston will probably press Veysey in both the mile ancl two mile.
He has done the mile in 4.30 and the
longer distance in 9.50. He has a
terrific sprint, and unless Cliff can
120 high hurdles—Won by Fuller hold him off, there is apt to be a sur(C) ; 2nd , Trudeau (V) ; 3rd , Connor prise.
Hakanson and Henderson are two
Yeysiey Takes One And Two (V) . . Time, 16.2.
of
the foremost timber toppers m the
100 yard dash—Won by Daggett
Mile Events Easily
East
and both will make outstanding
(C) ; 2nd , Tur'byne (C) ; 3rd , Melog'bids
for
places on the Olympic Team.
nis (V). Time, 10.4.
;
The
blond
Hakanson is a football star
Mile run-—Won by Veysey "( C ) ;
Colby's track "team defeated Verwith
worlds
of speed. Henderson is
mont 75 2-3 to 66 1-3 in a close meet 2nd , DeVeber (C) ; 3rd, Jenks (V).
a former state champion.
at Burlington, Saturday. The result Time, 4:31.4.
Sol Puller is in good shape and will
High j ump—Won by Trudeau (V) ;
of this meet came as something of a
,
dopesters
•surprise to the Colby followers as the 2nd , tie among Webster (V), Brack- be out to prove that the
predicting
victories
:Mules were supposed to be many ett (C), Anderson (C). Height, 5 ft. are incorrect in
for these two visiting bar climbers.
points weaker than they have ever 6 in.
So looks good and should break the
by
McMillan
440
yard
run—Won
been before. •.
(V)
; 2nd , Jones (V) ; 3rd Merrick Colby . high hurdle record of 15 4-5
•f Cliff Veysey re-established the fact
befor e the year is over. In the lows
that he is his old self again when he (C). Time, 25.4.
he
has done 25 1-5.
Two mile run—Won by Veysey
won the mile and two mile races
Kerin
LaFleur, Whit Wright, Norwith comparative ease, He was (C) ; 2nd , DeVeber (C) ; 3rd , Lamson mie Walker, and Bob N'eumer will
clocked in 4.31 and a fraction for (V). Time, 10:4.4.
Hammer throw—Won by Ross score in the weights ; while Oladell ,
the shorter race; while his timo for
Stan Washuk, Howie Brackett, ancl
;the. 'two mile was just over ten min- (V) ; 2nd , LaFleur 1(C); 3rd ,, Noyes Wendell Anderson have chances to
,
utes.. Herby DeVeber used good j udg- (V). Distance, ISO /, ft
_Tavelin—Won by Wright (C) ; 2nd score in the jumping events.
ment to take second honors in both of
Jim Sandler, captain of the NorthLaplante (V) ; 3rd , Neumer
¦ • '(C). Disthese races.
-•
eastern
team, will compete in the
tance, 156 ft; 3 in.
•" In the sprints' Cecil Daggett and
j
ump
high'
and broad jump. He is
Pole vault—Won by Pratt ' .(V) ;
Bob' Turbyne did a good job to take
Champion in the
Olympic
the
Jewish
2nd , Oladell (C) ; 3rd , Suitr (V).
the- two first scoring places in each
' '
and
should
set lip a new
high
jump,
Height, 10 ft. G in.
.'
event. 'Kerm. LaFleur scored heavily
record
as
he has done
Field
220 yard dash—Won by Turbyne Seaverns'
in- the weights; while Normie Walker,
'
j
ump
he is good
(C) ; 2nd , Daggett (C) ; 3rd , McMil- G.4. In the broad
the sophomore football star of last
for 23.6 when he is right.
lan (V). Time, 23.4.
fall , came through with a good heave
880 yard run—Won by Davis (V) ;
in the shot for second place. Sol FulCOLBY OPENS SE R IES
2nd , Leber (V) ; 3rd , • Pritham (C).
ler, Whit Wright, and Stan Washuk Time, 2.07.
(Continued from page 1)
were the other first place winners. It
Shot put—Won by LaFleur (C) ;
was'' the broad jumpin g of "Washuk 2nd , Walker (C) ; 3rd
of the school where Ralph Peabody is
, Villarcl (V).
and Brackett that gave Colby the Distance, 39 ft.
coaching at the present time.
2 % in.
meet.
Coach Roundy will probably select
Discus throw—Won by Ross (C) ;
Laurel
Horsey, a big freshman leftTh e summary : ,
2nd , Brackett (C) ; 3rd , McMillan
hander , to try to win the first Series
Broad jump—Won by Washuk (V). Distance, 20.2.
contest, Hersey has won favor in the
(C) ; 2nd , Brackett (C) ; 3rd Trahearts of the Colby fans by his unMore Sports on Page 5
deau (V). Distance, 20 ft. 2; in.
assuming attitude and hard woi'k. He
is one of the most modest boys ever
to win a varsity position in his fr eshman year. LaiU'el has all it takes to
be a winner this year and we are :
picking him to set the Bobcats on
thoir heads in the opener. Herby
DeVeber , Eel Cleveland , and "Lefty ",
Cole will be ready to stop out on the;
mound if needed.
Tho infield will have Jack Sheehan;
at first, Charlie Geer at second , Rum
L emi eux , short; and either Don
Maxim or Larry Haynos at the third
sack, Ray ' Farnham , Maynard Irish,
V'nl Duir , Doc Rancourt , an d Art
H'a nnignn will see service in the outfield.
Art Brown will bo behind tho bat
doing his usual dependable piece of
y 'WH
ERE COL.BY MEN MEET'
work. Art has shown that he is going to bo a hitter, this spring, and
don 't bo surprised to soe him compile
a . comparatively healthy batting
'
murk before the year is ovor.
, Probable batting orders :
Colby
Bates
'
'
¦
"
'
'
¦
¦
,_-2b
l
Lornioux
sb
lahan
,
,
Ca
Pacy,
Lud
y, W
'27
~~
;
;• ,y: . - . j . ..
Duff
cf
Marcus!
,
,
---.cf
¦
'
¦¦
¦ • ¦ • ¦ • ' • ¦• ' ;¦ ' : ¦ ' ¦ '
__, • '
'
.: y_ 'l _ - --\ ; L""- l-J > . ^ ' »¦ '¦ V '' : l --- •
1 ., .;
lb , Bergeron 1
Shoelmn , lb —
Four of Colby 's veteran golfers set
out for Boston yesterday, where they
will play matches with Brown University, Tufts, M. I. T., and Boston College on successive days, April 29, 30,
May 1, 2, respectively.
The team members are Bob William, Noyes Ervin, John Reynolds and
Ernest, Roderick. All four men have
played varsity golf for four years and
have been instrumental in twice winning the Maine state championship.
The above mentioned men were selected after a qualifying 36 hole
round had been -played at the Waterville Country Club.
The scores were as follows :
Ervin , 84—80—164.
William , 85—79—164.
Reynolds, 81—87—168.
Roderick, 86—84—170.
Gregory, 85—86—171.
Thompson, S9--87—176.
. Gregory and Thompson will fill out
the fifth and sixth places for the state
matches.

Blue And Gray Tracksters
y Seize Win Over Vermont

BE PREPARED FOR THE WHITE
SEASON

WHITE BUCK SHOE S
$2.98 - $6.00
FEATURING CROSBY SQUARES
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Many Outstanding Runners
- On Husky Team
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The Dope On Baseball And Track
COLBY COLLEGE
Date

Competitor

April 20
; 25
30
May 4
5
6
7
11
13
16
19
23
25
27
30

VARSITY BASEBALL , 1936
SCHEDULE
Score ia35
C
Opp
Place

5 ' • Waterville
.!••- "Waterville " ."'" . .
7 ' . Waterville
__
Hartford , Conn.
__
Middletown , Conn.
__
Williamstown-,- Mass.
__
Durham , N. H.
4
Brunswick
8
Orono
5
Lewiston
4
Brunswick • .. ;-•.¦..
3
Waterville
2
Waterville
0
Waterville
22
Orono

Uni. of Maine (exhibit)___
1
Bowdoin College (exhibit) - ' 7
_'___
Bates College
3
' _Trinity College
Wesleyan College
.
-.
_ •_ '
Williams College
__
University of N. II.
Bowdoin College
8
University of Maine
15
Bates College
8
Bowdoin College
. 14 . .
University of Maine
2
Bowdoin College
7
Bates College :
17
University of Maine
6

"
"

Coach : E. C. ROUNDY
Manager: G. H. HOLBROOK , '36
Record : State Intercollegiate Champions 1933, 1934, 1935.
SQUAD

Name

Home

Class

Allen, V. 1C, Portland _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Berrie, A. W., Presque Isle__
Borovoy, R. S., Newtonville, Mass
Brown , A. O., Wakefield , Mass.
Buzzeli , B. R., Belfast
Cleveland , E. P., Houlton
Cole, G. L., North New Portl and___ Emery, F. C., Ellsworth _
Farnham , R . W., Brownville Junction
Geer, C. E., Portland
Guptill , N. M., Bar Harbor
Haynes , W. L., Bath
Hersey, L. W., Pittsfield
Holbrook , G. H., Randolph , Mass
Irish , M, M., Rumford
Layton , C. C, Portsmouth , N. H
Lemieux, R. L., Waterville
MaeGregor , C. A., Rumford
M alins , V. P., Saugatuck, Conn
Maxim , D. W., Winthrop
Platz , F. R., Athens, N. Y.__
___
Pullen , J. 11., Danforth
Rancourt , M. A., Waterville
Sheehan , J. J., Cambridge, Mass
Yadwinski , E. T., Stamford , Conn: ___

Position

1939
1938
1939
1936
1939
1939
1938
1938
1936
1936
1939
193.8
1939
1936
1939
1938
1937
1938
1939
1939
1939
1938
1939
1937
1937

•

Letters

Out Field
Pitcher
In Field
Catcher
.1, 2, 3
::
Pitcher
¦:
:
Pitcher
"
Pitcher
- '
In Field
Out Field
1,-2 , 3
Second Base 1, 2/3
In Field
In Field
Pitcher
Manager
Out Field
Third Base
Short Stop
1, 2
Catcher
Pitcher
Third Base
Pitcher
'
Catcher
First .Base
First Base
1;" 2
Out Field '

VARSITY OUTDOOR TRACK , 1936
SCHEDULE
Date

Competitor

Place

April 25 University of Vermont
May 2 Northeastern University __
9 State meet, Bates.Bowdoin
U. of Maine __
16 Eastern Intercollegiates
23 New Eng. Intercollegiates.
30 I. C . A. A. A. A

Burlington , Vt.
Waterville
Orono
Worcester , Mass.
.
Providence , R. I.
Philadelphia , Penn. .

Coach : NORMAN C. PERKINS , '32
Manager : ALBERT O. PIPER , '36
SQUAD
Name

Ho me

Class

Anderson , W. A., Dover-Foxcroi't
Baker , F. H., Randolph , Mass
Brackett, H. R., Houlton
Butler , C. L., Waterville
Ciechon , J., Lynn , Mass
Daggett , C. M. Jr., Waterville
Danforth , C. F., Madison
Davenport , J. W., Hebron
Davis, I-I. P. Jr., Waterville
DeVeber, H. W., Newburyport, Mass,
Dolan , J. P., Portland
Follett, A , E., Haverhill, Mass
Fuller, S. C. Jr., Framingham , Mass. .
Gilray, It. B., Birmingham , Mich .
Haynes, W. L,, Bath
Hodges, C. I-I., Waterville
Humphrey, L. A., Clinton
LaFleur , K. S., Waterville
MaeGregor, C. A., Rumford
Merrick, P. B., Au gusta
Neivmer, R. I-I., Now York , N. Y.
__
Oladell , M„ New York, N. Y
Pr i th am , H. C, Greenville Junction
Shuman, E, I-L, Portland
_
Tarboll , R. D
Turbyne , R, W,, Winslow
_.
VanSlyko , T. G„ Allston , Mass
Vcysoy, E. C, Springfield , Vt
Voso , G, D., Kingflold

G eer , 2b -_
Farnham , If
:
Ran c ourt , ri! _ _ _ _ _ 1
Maxim , 3b

If , Johns on
rf , Dun l ov y
c, Gillia
3b, Pignone
_.
Brown , c -._
ss, Sherman
Horsey, p - . - - - — _ _ _ _ _ „ _ p, Wobstoi'

W. B. Arnold Co.

HARDWARE MERCH ANTS
Mops, Floor Wax , Cooking Utenslli
Paints,
Polish,
Brooms
Sporting Goods

Event

1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1038
1936
1936
1938
1936
1938
1938
1938
1937
1937
1938
1938
1938
1938
1936
1938
1938
1937
1936
1980
1938
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Numeral or
Letter

High Jump and Javelin
N
Weights
•
N
High Jump
N
'
440 yard dash
.N
100 yard dash
N
3 00 yard dash
N
.Weights
High Jump
One Mile
N
,
Two Mile
L, 1, 2, 3
Hurdles
L, 2
One Mile
Hurdles
L, 2
Hurdles
N
Weights
Weights
L, 1, 2
Two Mile
N
Weights
L, 2 , 8
Pole Vault
N
440 yard dash
L, 1
Broad Jump
N
Pole Vault
N
One-half Mile
One-half Mile
Javolin
'. L, 2
220 yard dash
220 yard dash
Two Milo
L, .1, 2, 3
" ¦' ¦' N
Pole Vault
'
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Dino at
PURITAN
®
Regular Dinner*, Steaks,
Chops, Sou Foods
Ico Cream, Sodas
Homo Made Candies
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First Section Of Booklet
Appears In This Issue
Th is is one section of a forthcoming booklet for secondary school
students to be issued under the auspices of the Personnel Bureau outlining the opportunit ies in and suggested preparation for various occu pations w-iich are open to college trained men and women . The material is being compile d by Joseph C. Smith who is submitting it for publication in the ECHO in this preliminar y form hoping that it may
stimulate suggestions and criticism. Otiter vocations will be taken
up in succeeding issues.-—Ed itor.

ture lawyers are: political science
(both American and European),
economics, sociology, psychology,
ethics, corporation finance. A high
school secretarial course is apt to
prove very useful for a young lawyer. It will be of / distinct advantage
to enter college with four years of
Latin and continue the subject for
one or two years, since this language,
and the Roman culture which it reflects, contains the roots of modern
jurisprudence.
However, the best possible preparation fox law school does not lie so
much in what courses you take as how
you go about your undergraduate
work. It is absolutely essential that
you learn how to study. You must
develop skill in taking lecture notes.
You must learn the technique of assimilating masses of information , sifting out the important facts and
pigeon-lioling them in your mind for
future nse. You must get practice in
close reasoning and precision in
thinking. You must be able to "cram"
large numbers of facts into your mind
at short notice. None of these things
can be learned directly, none are
taught by any professor , but all can
be obtained as by-products of a liberal arts college course diligently and
conscientiously pursued.

men lawyers are distinctly in the minority, sex is no bar to a successful
The profession of law is basically
career in the legal field.
the regulation of relationships beThe law is often regarded as a
tween people , individiially or in
groups. Personal freedom is only pos- stepping stone into some other career,
sible under some system of rules and notably politics. • Many employers
regulations, and the law is the sys- have a high regard for a law school
tem which has been worked out training as a foundation even for
through centuries of trial and error positions which are non-legal in charto insure this liberty. The courts ap- acter. Sometimes a council for some
ply the law and the lawyers are the corporation becomes so -valuable to
agents of the courts in administering that organization that he steps out of
justice. Thus, in its broader sense, private practice into an executive
the legal profession has a high duty position. The practice of law often
to perform in society, and no one leaves room for side-lines, such as
should take iip law who does not con- dealing in real estate. Like the practice of medicine, although primarily
ceive of his career on such terms.
It should be understood that this an individual career, there are many
is probably the most overcrowded of salaried positions for capable lawthe professional fields today. It has yers such as positions with banking
been estimated that twice as many houses, trust companies, insurance
lawyers are enterin g the profession companies, industrial concerns , munieach year as can be absorbed to ad- cipal, state and government departvantage. Nevertheless, anyone who men ts.
has the ability to do better than averBefore one can practice law, he
THE CLINK
age work in a high grade law school must have passed the bar examinaTonight's
the
night ; the time is right ;
is practically assured of a good posi- tions in the state in which he intends
Let's
all
be
off to town.
tion and a remunerative career. While to practice. These examinations in
A
sip
from
good
old Bacchus' cup
a mediocre lawyer has a hard time to many states are becoming increasingWould
cause
nary
a frown.
eke out an honest living, the upper ly difficult, and although it is theoretranks are rewarded with financial ically possible to pass without any Gay men are -we , and full of glee,
wealth and social prestige. A judge- formal legal education , it is hardly
As glass on glass we <juoff.
ship offers one of the most dignified advisable for most individuals to
and highly respected positions in so- make the attempt. A three-years' law
ciety. In passing, it is interesting school course is the normal preparato note that for nearly-half a cen- tion.
tury, the Supreme Judicial Court of
So far as the better law schools are
Maine has not been without from one
concerned , the course is extremely
to three Colby graduates on its bench.
rigorous and designed to weed out
As in all professions, the practice those of only average ability. Two
of law is tending to be highly special- years of college work is the minimum
ized, although there are opportunities, requirement for all reputable law
especially in the smaller cities arid sc h ools, and for entrance into any of
towns for the "general practitioner." the "big five ," a college degree is
Most lawyers will find themselves bet- necessary.
ter suited either for court practice or
Law schools do not prescribe any
for office practice. Court practice
specific
courses that have to be taken
will consist of pleading of cases,
as
undergraduate
work. Experience
either criminal or civil, and requires
shows
that
the
subject
matter of praca command of oral expression and
tically
any
college
course
will prove
intimate knowledge of human nature ,
useful
to
a
lawyer
at
some
time duras well as legal acumen. Office pracing
his
career.
However,
pre-Iaw
tice is made up of legal work not conapt
students
are
to
select
either
hisnected with litigation, such as drawtory
or
economics
as
their
major
ing contracts, deeds, wills, papers of
incorporation , and the like as well as field , and those who go to law school
advising clients on the legal aspects usually report that they received the
of their personal or business matters. most benefit from the following
There are corporation lawyers, real courses at Colby : English constituestate lawyers, constitutional law- tional history, because it makes clear
yers, maritime lawyers, patent law- the development of Anglo-Saxon comyers, and so on , indicating special mon law ; American history, because
fields in which one may become espec- it provides the background for our
ially well versed and therefore called own law ; argumentation and debate,
upon for expert counsel. While wo- because it gives practice both in close
reasoning ancl in effective speaking
in public; all English courses, because
they
train one 's appreciation of the
Whe n You Think of CANDY
of language. The mental disniceties
Think of
cipline of higher mathematics and
physics are also advised by many law
113 Main Street
schools deans. Other courses which
WATERVILLE, MAINE
offer valuable subj ect matter for fuLAW

Contributions
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said '
As he turned the lock with "his v
"y " "
leaden keys, '
And pushed the inebriates into the ' '
coop,
Where they were "packed as close '' ~
as a hive of bees.

This- "Cracker Club" reunion
Would make our parents scoff.
Midst tinkling of the "glasses,
And the gargling of the Ale,
Is heard a low, metallic voice
From mouth of face so pale.

"Let's off to the race all men of my Now each Friday night when the time
gender.
is right
Tis well to be gay tonight,
The officer smiles with a caustic <
For tomorrow in the Chemical Lab,
wink,
A Bluebook will heave in sight."
For he knows this is the night
He'll refill the damp-walled Clink.
"Old Tom, you speak well," quote
There's a moral to this poem, me^lads..
Vatican Jack,
When the nights are as black; as
With a twinkle in his eye.
ink,
"Let it be either Castle or Armory
Stay
clear
of good , old Front Street
You know how the time does fly. "
way
So off they went, a jolly group,
Or you'll wind up in the Clink.'
Each one a real "Jim Dandy, "
G. R."
Little caring that inside the hall
Stood Waterville's finest handy.
"These college boys give me a pain ,"
Said he with a caustic wink.
I think I'll mosey around a bit,
And get one of them for the Clink.
At that very moment came through
the door
The finest specimen of youth.
Broad of shoulder and tan of skin,
A gentleman forsooth.
He forgot to pay the ticket man

Rollins-Dunham Co.
HA RDWARE

Spor ting Goods , Paints and Oils
29 Fr ont Street , WoU rriJle

Boothb y & Bartlett Co.
GENERAL INSURANCE
185 Main St.

Waterville , M*.

As he stood there by the door.
And when the custodian of the elub
came up,
Otlv gentleman almost fell through
the flo or.

Let us supply your needs
FOUNTAIN PENS, PENCILS,
TYPEWRITERS, NOTE i BOOKS,
PAPER , STATIONERY
Also
A wide variety of Magazines and
Then up spake one of his fifteen Newspapers.
chums :
W. W. Berry & Co.
"Oh, put us.all in the Clink.
We wont mind the foul smelling air
Phone 116
If you give us but a drop to drink. "v 103 Main St.
Waterville
"You guys are smart," the flatfoot
GREY LINE BUS TERMINAL ^

IT'S THE EASY DRAPE
YOU'LL GO FOR! .
\«

r_ •
Prices

**&$$
|^3»

HAGER'S

WHITE SHOES
For DRESS and SPOR T
DOUGLAS Qualit y
$3.50 to $5.00

GABARDINE at its Rest
NEW DUNHAM SP O RT SUITS
The Fabric Favorite of the current SPORT SUIT mode that gives you
longer lastin g weai* and satisfaction.

Others $1.95 - $2.95
'
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TENNIS OXFO RDS
MEN 'S and WOMEN'S
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A large and distinguished selection of authenticall y Sty led Suits is read y. The new tailoring
details—Gusset Sleeves , Side Vents , Hew Back Pleats, all here. Tastefull y selected for you.
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Fr ed Sterns , '29

George Ster ns , '31

STCRN8

! 93 Main Stree t
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Demers Will Head
Professor Strong
Next Year's Oracle
At Forum

W)t Cofij p Crijo

Memb er

1935

Frederick Demers, '37, was elected
editor-in-chief of the 1937 Oracle at a
meeting of the 1936 board held yesterday. Demers served as assistant
editor this year-. Robert Hussey, '37,
was reelected business manager, Barbara Hutcheon, '37, women's editor,
and Roger Tilley, managing editor.
The elections were held earlier this
year than is customary since the present board is ready to retire and it is
desired to give the new board an opportunity to start immediately on the
Oracle for 1937.
Memb ers of the 1936 board who
are retiring are, James Coyne, '36,
editor-in-chief , Dorothy Gould , '36,
women's editor, Frederick Banzi, '36,
managing editor, and Gerald Ryan ,
'37, John Hideout, '36, and Lucille
Pinette, '37, associate editors.
All of the copy for the 1936 Oracle
is in the printer's hands and delivery
will be made on May 2 2. Several new
features are incorporated in the
book. The opening s-ection and division pages will be printed in three
colors, blue, gold, and black. The
title page spread in the opening section depicts a panorama of the present campus, in blue and black, against
the skyline of the projected new campus in gold. Three separate plates
were carefully made to insure perfect register of the three solid colors.
The campus views were made from
bas-relief photographs , a comparatively new development in photography.
The usual feature section has been
eliminated this year ancl replaced by
a pictorial section made up of- six
bled-off pages of snapshots of the
kaleidoscopic scenes of a college year.
Class lists have been removed from
the body of the book and placed on
alternate pages of the advertising
section together with a biographical
directory of the faculty. The book
has been dedicate d to a prominent
alumni and the editors were able to
include an obituary and photograph
of the late Dr. Perkins.
The cover selected is of dark blue
fabricoid with the words , 1936 Oracle,
stamped on in a lighter tone of blue,
and the backing stamped with gold
letters and rules.

1936

Fkssociated GolLe6ia_e Press
Distributor of

Collegiate Di6est

. Published weekly throughout the College year except during vacation
and final examination periods under supervision of the students of Colby
College.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office , Waterville, Maine,
under the act of March 5, 1879.
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
Address all circulation complaints, advertising inquiries or orders to
John P. Dolan, 236 Main Street, Waterville, Me.
The Editor is responsible for the general policy, the editorials , and the make-u p of tKe paper.
The Managing; Editor is xesponsible ior the news.
Edi tor-in-Chief

JAMES L. ROSS
Managing : Editor

'

JOSEPH B. 0'TOOLE , JR.
Women 's Editor

IOLA H. CHASE

*

Business Managers

JOHj N P. DOLAN and CHARLES R. GEER
Circulation

Manager

ARNOLD E. SMALL
Advertising Manager

NORMAN R. ROGERS Q N
Assistan t Busines s Ma nagers
Edville G. Lemoine

James F. Flynn

John H. MlcNamava

Colby Leads Again . . .

a
few weeks ago , we commented on the fact that Colby College has
\
led the way an several fields of endeavor , citing the extra-curricular
y
* ^ survey and the intramural sports program as examples. Since that
time, other instances of Colby 's progressiveness have been called to our
attention.
Surprising to many of us is the news that Yale "University is considering
the advisibility of changing its requirements for membership election to
the Phi Beta Kappa Society. If an amendment soon to be introd-uced to
the chapter is passed , high scholarship ratings will no longer be the sole
requirement in the election at the end. of the senior year. The type and
difficulty of courses taken by a student and his improvement or decline in
his four years also would be considered. The proposed amendment proof the
vides ,tha .t i "all . seniors who are among the highest 12^ per cent
class and have not yet been elected shall be considered , and from this group
shall be elected by a three-qiiarter vote of the undergraduate chapter that
number of seniors -which shall bring the total number to 10 per cent of the
class."
The plan is meeting with some objection from Dean Clarence W. Mendell. The important point for us to consider, however, is that whether or
hot the proposed plan is adopted , it is exactly the plan which the Colby Phi
Beta Kappa chapter adopted last year. Of course, the Yale authorities in
all probability did not have in mind the Colby plan, but Colby has led the
c
way.
We learn also that Bowdoin College is establishing a placement Bureau
similar to that of the Colby administration, while no less an institution
than Harvard is advocating the dropping of Latin as a requirement for the
Bachelor of Arts degree.
We do not pretend to implicate that these colleges have made changes
because Colby has done so. We do firmly say, however, that tlie word
"Dirigo " which appears on the. emblem of this state might well be emblazoned upon the Colby seal. Again we say, "Colby marches on!!'

NOTICE
The following- officers have been
elected to head the Y. M. C. A., for
the year 1936-37:
President , Anthony DeMarirris.
Vice president , Edwin Shuman.
Secretary, Harry Hollis.
Treasurer , Fred Emery.
These officers meet tomorrow night
at 6 :30 in the Y. M. C. A. room in
Hodman Hall.
,
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town.
Golf , Bowdoin at Brunswick.
Men 's Chapel , Professor Haynes,
speaker.

COMING EVENTS
Thursday, April 30,
Baseball, Bates at Seaverns Field.
Golf , Varsity vs. Tufts at Medford ,
Mass.
Friday, May 1,
Montgomery Interscholastic Prize
Speaking.
Tennis, Varsity vs. R. I, State at
Kingston , R. I.
Saturday, May 2,
Track, Northeastern at Seaverns
Field.
Golf , Varsity vs, M. I. T. at Cambridge , Mass.
Monday, May 4 ,
Baseball, Trinity at Hartford ,
Conn .
Tuesday , May 6,
Baseball, Wesleyan at Middletown .
Wednesday , May 6,
Baseball, Williams at Williams-

Elm City
Bowling
Alley s

RESOLUTIONS
Whereas, it lias pleased God in His
infinite wisdom to remove from this
life the grandmother of arclion Brainard E. Caverly, Jr., be it
Resolved , That we the members of
Theta Kappa Nu extend "to tho bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy
and be it further
Dakin
Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be placed upon the records
Sportin g Goods Co. i
of our Chapter, and that a copy be The only Sporting Goods Stoxo with
sent to the The Colby ECHO, for pubEverything for Sports
|
lication.
68
Temple
St.
WatervillB,
Me.
Brainard E. Caverly, Jr., Archon,
Archie E. Follett, Scribe.
THE GRACE BEAUTY SHOP
*
'
The most up to dato shop in town.
Expert Service, with or without
app ointm ent
Tel. 399
Professional Building

I New Low Prices
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Bond Typewriter Paper

In Hand y Packs of 50 and 100 sheets
15c and 25c
\
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Professor Strong ended his talk
with a plea for better support of such
cultural activities as concerts and
dramatics. He' believes that there is a
real thrill in the interplay of personality that can never result from the
Without so much as the aid of a hearing of canned music or the viewmirror, Professor Everett F. Strong ing of shadows upon a silver screen.
on Sunday evening at Fellowship
Forum enabled a group of college stuNOTICE TO ALL FRESHMAN
dents to take a look at themselves.
MEN
Choosing not his beloved music as a
The election of the officers of the
subject as had been expected, but, Sophomore class of next year will be
rather, following up a chapel talk on held next Saturday during the asthe sense of values, Professor Strong sembly period in the College chapel.
suggested that students seriously conPROFESSOR THORY
sider the aims of American education.
On
Sunday
evening, April 26, facWith his background of Euulty
adviser
Professor
Hans Thory
ropean experience,
he sketched
was
entertained
at
a
dinner
at the
.
in the surprise with .which forTau
Delta
Phi
chapter
house.
During
eign students usually regard our
colleges. In Europe, schools aim the past few weeks the fraternity has
definitely at the cultivation of the in- entertained Professors Loebs, Millett,
tellect, and that alone. Here our sys- Parmenter, Weber, and Mr. Brown.
tem broadly attempts the develop- The last dinner of the series will be
ment of personality and the relating given this Sunday evening. The obof that to society. It is, to Professor je ct of the dinners is to bring about
Strong's mind , at times difficult to ob- closer student-faculty relationship .
serve the carrying out of that aim in
the American college.
Mentioning specific instances, Professor Strong suggested that the Colby student could well pay more attention to language, voice, dress, and
manners. Tennis he had always con- I A Phw of PrtventiwMo&dte*
M
College Men find ia it- cmnaraal g|
sidered as one of the most gentleman- I¦
opportunities
|for a career
|
ly of sports, and an atti-active game
to watch. But "spindle-shanks and | HARV ARD UNIVERSITY M
hairy torso" do not make it a pretty I DENTA L S C H O O L !
I A conp*tant count of preparat ionfar fa
game on the Colby campus.
| tSw dental profession. A "Okm A" §1
School. Writr for
**.
Kgj
Over-organization, to Professor IE LEROY M. 8. MINER catalog
, D.N.D .. H.D., DMA gl
i
Otvt
l.
193
Unsvwd
Aw.,
BMtai,
Baoa.
g|
Strong, may at times hinder the development of personality. In his opinion fraternities and sororities might
be more beneficial if they did not aim
too much at standardization. They
should seek persons with real origi- PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS
nality to get the contribution of their
Telephone 68
genius.
118 Main Street
Waterville. Mo.
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HARDWARE, PAINT S AND OIL S
LUMBER «n.d CEMENT
Telephone 488-467

* THE NEW !

"~
ALLEN'S
DRUG STORE

Men 's and Women 's Wh ite Shoes—Dress
Wh ites and White Sports , also Bro wn and
Whi tes

$2,00 and $3,00

COEDS ATTENTION
A complete line of Lady Endicott Hosiery, Chiffon
and Service Wei ght. Full Fashioned and Genuine
Ringless

69c a pv.

2 pr s. $1.30

The Endicott - Johnson Shoe Go.
Rancourt Block

Permanents #4 - 0 - #6 -

p

Ringlet Ends £3.00

by MRS. YVETTE VIGUE
at

GIGUERE'S BEAUTY PARLOR

'

PHONE 680

SILVER TAVERN 28 Silver Street
FRANK BERKLEY, Prop.
Where College People Moot

BEST HAMBURGERS IN TOWN

Large Gorman Frankfort.—Vienna Rolls
The only Brick Oven Grill in town
Look for th« Bin* Ribbon Sion

MARCELLING , FINGER WAVING
SHAMPOOING, HAIR CUTTING, MANICURES
EACH FOR 25 CENTS
Tel. 1817

NASH BEAUTY SALON
"The Shop of Experience "

104 Main St.

"Say It With Flowers "

WHEN YOU TH INK OF 'FLOWERS THINK OF

MITCHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FLOWERS

We are always at your service

Telephone 467-W

!
'

PROFESSOR COLGAN
'
(Continued fi*om page 1) • ¦
ily, it is in the family, as a member
of it, that the child ordinarily makes
his first contacts with our world.
There-is general agreement among
educators and psychologist s that the
¦pre-sehobl years, when he is practically under the sole control and influence of the home, are profoundly important years in the life of the child.
Then are laid the basal habits of condu ct, of character, and of personality.
It is then and during the first two or
three years of school life that the
fundamental emotional life is determined, that parents and teachers most
profundly affect the child and
determine in most positive manner
the quality of his life throughout all
his . adult years.
Evidently, to achieve the development of the whole child, as its often
declared aim , the school not only
must cooperate with the home, it must
also interest itself very actively in the
home life of each child. The school
cannot b egin on an isolated platea u
to which it lifts its pupils in some
miraculous elevator when they come
to the school playground and the
classroom. School and home mutually cooperate in a common endeavor to
prepare children for the opportunities
and responsibilities ¦of adult ' life.
Without underestimating the significance of the child's life here and now,
we are obliged to recognize that
homes and schools exist as preparatory institutions ; their work is based
on the assumption that children do
grow up and must be prepared to
meet the inescapable demands of
adult society. This means that , however much they may differ in other
respects, the home and school are one
in the attempt to socialize the child.
We say that home and school must
cooperate in the development of the
whole child. We need to ask : Cooperate for what? to what end? Our
goal needs definition. We may say
that teachers and parents must cooperate to prepare the child to be
healthy in body and mind , to become
a citizen , to earn a living, to form
good habits, to learn good manners,
to develop special talents, to prepare
for marriage and parenthood , to serve
his fellows, to be reverent , to be
happy.

Phi Delts Cop Volley
Ball Title From KDR

First base on balls, off
Golby Niiie Wins Farnham.
, off Hersey 2, off White
C el
1, off Manter 2. Struck out, by HerFrom Bowdoin sey 4, by White 3, by Manter 5.
lev and 1

In the second exhibition game of
the season . on ' Seaverns Field Saturday afternoon , two husky freshman
pitchers, Ed Cleveland and "Lop"
pitched
Coach
Eddie
Hers ey,
Roundy 's Mules to a 4-0 decision
over the highly touted Bowdoin nine.
Cleveland started in the "box and
allowed only three bingles in the five
inning's of shut-out ball that he pitched. The big Houlton right bander
has worlds of speed and his control
of that fast underhand delivery Saturday was all that could be ashed for
a cold day. Hersey pitched his usual
steady brand of ball. "Lop" seems
to be getting his body behind his
pitches more than he formerly did
and this is bound to increase his
spe ed, which is plenty good as it is.
In the third Art Brown opened up
with a "Texas Leaguer" for a single.
Maynard Irish , first year center Welder, then worked Bud "White , former
Edward Little pitcher, for a free
ticket. It was then up to Jack Sheehan , and Jack wiped the Prom dust
out of his eyes long enough to slap
a triple'to deep right field. Two runs
came across the plate.
The other two were scored in the
fourth . "Doc" Rancourt and Don
Maxim , two more freshman finds, Iayed down neat bunts for safeties.
"Doe " got all the way around to third
on an infield out with Maxim pulling
up at second. A balk by pitcher
White put Rancourt across the plate ;
while Maxim scored later on two flies
to the outfield.
Wilbur Manter , brother of Colby 's
one and only Ellie, seemed to have
more "stuff" than any of the Bowdoin
pitchers, and he is the man Colby will
have to beat to take this State Series.
He has a fast one and about the best
curve in the state.
The summary :

Stolen bases , Lemieux 2, Brown, Rancourt. Left on bases, Colby 6, Bowdoin 7. Hit by pitcher, by Ceveland
(Johnson); Double play, Geer to
Sheehan. Balk, White. Winning
pitcher,. Cleveland. Losing pitcher,
White. Umpii-es, Bragg and Lawry,
Time, 2h. 15m.
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Sun-shod Seaverns Field will be
the scene of the opening of the State
Series of 1936 tomorrow afternoon
as Colby's White Mules, defending
champions, entertain the bounding
Bates Bobcat. Victorious in their
pair of pre-season exhibitions with
Bowdoin and Maine , the men of
Roundy officiall y open the state com.petition with excellent chances of
garnei'ing their third -straight win of
the year. "Ed" Cleveland, blonde
fastball artist, "Lop" Hersey, ace
Mule southpaw, and "Lefty" Cole,
also a southpaw fastball hurler, are
the likely candidates for the pitching
nomination in the Bates opener. Behind the pitching choice of Boundy
will be the sparkling Sheehan, Geer,
Lemieux and Maxim infield. "Art"
Brown will do the catching and from
Farnham , Duff , Irish, Hannigan, Rancourt and Caddoo will be chosen the
outfield trio.

Who will win the State Series ?
Well , I frankl y don't know (for sure)
b ut upon the authorit y of a defending
Colby squad , I pick the Mules to reta in their honors. In fairnes s, ho wever , let us br iefly consider the potentialities of Bates , Bowdoin and Maine.
Colby
Bates , th ird a year ago, appa rently
ub bh p o a lacks a pitching balance to go much
¦
Lemieux, ss
4 1 2 2 higher th is season. In "Stan " BerIrish, cf
2 0 1 0 geron the Bobcats have one of the
D uff , cf. __ .__ - __ .
1 0
0 0 state 's outstand ing players and John Emery, If
0 0 0 0 son , Mar cus and Dunlevey all possess
Sheehan , lb
4 2 11 0 a world of natural ability. Yet upon
Geer, 2b
3 0 4 4 the broad shoulders of "Bob" DarRancourt , rf
3 1 1 1 ling rests the burden of pitching the
Hannigan , rf
1 0 1 0 Lewiston college to the top. It seems
Maxim , 3b
2 1 2
2 impossible that Darling, even though
Haynes, 3b
1 0
0 1 one of . Ma ine 's best college hurlers ,
Farnham , If
2 0 0 0 will be able to tame state batters to
'_
Caddoo , If
1 0
1 0 the extent of a t itle for the Garnet.
Bowdoin , playing its best ball ,
Brown , e
3 1 4
4
Cleveland , p
2 0 0 2 could cause a good deal of-t 'rouble for
Hersey, p
1 0
0 0 in "W ill" Manter the Polar Bears
ha ve an ace. The pla y of the Polar
__ 30 G 27 16 aggregat ion here last week indicated ,
Totals
however , that a lack of stead y s u pport
Bowdoin
and of a scoring punch will prevent
ah h\\ po a
thei r finishing at the top. Gentry,
Gentry, c
3 1 4
0
___ 4 1 1 0 Shaw and Rutherford are all capable
Davidson , If
Black and White performers and will
Rutherford , 2b
4 0 0 2
bea r watching as the year progresses:
Karakashian, c
3 2 0 0
It is the n to the Universit y of
W. Shaw, ss
3 2 0 0
Mai ne , under "Bill"
Ken yon , th at
Ii. Shaw, lb
4 0 !) 0
Colby
ca
n
look
for
her
most
strenuous
__ 4 1 1 2
Birkett, 3b
oppositio
n.
The
Orono
nine
, supportJohnson , rf __
1 0
0 0
ing the pitching of a pair of her ace
Havkins, rl'
1 0 0 0
twirlevs , Kilgore and . Green , will bo
__ 1 0
White, p _._
0 0
the team for the Mules to bea t for the
__ 1 0
Manter, p
0 0
championship. The play of "Milt "
Buck , p
0 0 0 1
McB ride , whose work at short a yea r
ago stamped him as one of the best
__ 29

The Phi Delt's powerful volley ball
squad swept through their schedule
with but one defeat, ancl thoroughly
trounced thoir nearest rivals, the K.
D. R.'s in the final play-off and
clinched the 1036 championship, They
suffered their only defeat on an off
day at the hands of an aggressive
Zete sextet.
The champions boasted of a tall ,
smoothly working team that is almost
unbeatable. Their outstanding players were Tarbeli , Kammandel , Clark ,
Bonner , Magee, and Dean s. In the
play-off between tho Phi Delts and
K, D. R.'s, tho latter were smothered
in two straight games , twenty-one to
fi fteen , and twenty-one to one.
The second place K . D. R. 's, led
by Kyle, Stinneforcl, ancl Combellack ,
were defeated only by the league
Totals
5 24 5
leaders. The Zetes took third place
Innings
123 4 5 6 7 8 9
with only two adverse scores. The
Colby
0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 x—4
fine play of Dick Hopkins also kept
Runs, Irish, Ran court , Max i m,
the D, U.'s in the first division.
Brown. Errors, Lemieux , Geer, RuthTho summary : .
erford.
Two base hit , Sheehan.
Tea m
Won Lost
Three
base
hit , Sheehan. Sacrifice ,
_
Phi Delts
8
1
.:•_. 7 ' 2
K. D. R
_
Zotes
0
2
_
:_ 5
D. U
3
_
T. K. N.
3
,5
_
___ . 3
L. C. A.
5¦
_
A. T. 0.
:. 3. - 5'
D. K. E. '
2
6
_
n 'i. "
T. D. P .
0
8

Elmwood Barber Shop
REQUESTS
YOUR PATRONAGE

Fo li x Au d ot , Proprietor

I Sport Shoes Foy;: Men

I Gray, Brown , or White Buck
9
Ciepe Soles

$3.95

¦•

Specialty Shoe Store
'
106 MAIN STREET

.. . .

-L - - - :

__.

'

" •

and other Printing for Fraternities

CITY JOB PRINT

i

Savings Bank Building
_

.

¦

T»l. 107
¦' ¦

Where College Boys Go
"Phil"

"Un ck"

—

"Joe "

—

——

_

——

.

i

31 I Ij I^o \j U/\ 1 u-

For College Girls
"~~~ l,_

*/ IpPv]
t y «iry. .

Newest Models in Swagger
Trotteau and Fish-Tail Styles
theTweeds, Plaids, Checks, and
in

\
\

Ty
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6-75

New High.Colors so much
in vogue this season.
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to $1975
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Downstairs Store
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Suits
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Special Groups at Reduced

Prices v

S.

EMERY- BROWN GO.;:
Ed Barron, '29

MEET ME AT

BARRON'S

L«o Barron , '85

BANK WITH

THE FED ERAL TRUST COMPAN Y
S3 MAIN STREET
An Institution Interested in Colby Student *

STATIONERY, DANCE PROGRAMS, INVITATIONS

I

Barber Shop

'There'll be borraU of fun "

^^^^WinEUraTfflPBMCTCT

. .. .

CARdN'S

WADSWORTH IS PRAISED
(Continued from page 1)
the boys.
We hope that this year he will be
able to see the football team win the
State Championship. He has seen the
baseball and hockey teams walk o'fr
with the state titles in the past few
years, but it is footb all that is closest
to his heart.
He is a fine example of a Colby
Alumnus, and an example to be followed by some of us who are .going
to be graduates of this school in another year or so. What Colby, could
use to a very good advantage is a few
more Alumni like Herbert E. Wadsworth—men with a foresight, broadmindedness , progressive principles,
and unsurpassed loyalty.

Ju st off Main Str oot on Tom plo Str««t

PARKS ' DINER

¦

— C—

Northeastern 's track team comes
to to wn on .Saturday
and. with it
comes
Raymond Henderson , sta r
hu rdler of the Huskies , who onl y last
week-end distinguished himsieif by
winning the 200 meter low hurdl e
event in the Greater Boston Intercol legiates held at Cambridge. In addi tion there will be Allan Hakanson , anothe r capable hurdler , who also conquered a select field last week in the
110 meter hi gh hurdles . Arthur John son will be the Nort heastern color bearer in the distanc e events and

Skinless Hot Dogs

For Your Mid-Night Snack

"VAGABOND "

ballpl ayers in this state , will be sore- should push Veysey in. * the 'longe r > ,>,-{.;
ly missed by the Black Bears but they runs. Too much can not be said for v'\
the sparkl ing Mule track conquest at r \
will , nevertheless , be dangerous.
Vermo nt. Veysey, in perf ect ' ,f or m,,1
—C
,
Colby golf and tennis teams visit ra n away with the distance events
southern New England this week to and should agai n score a double on
' -*
participate in a portion of the best Saturday. Daggett and Turbyne are
schedule that either has enjoyed in set for the dashes and after their - - '"
recent history. The varsity golfers, show ings at Vermont should give the
Roderick, William, Ervin and Rey- Mules a goodly poi nt score. Wright
nolds, meet Brown, Tui'is, Boston in the javeli n, Fuller in the hurdles ,
College and M. I. T. on successive Oladell in th e pole vault , LaFle ur ,
days while the tennis team faces Brackett and Tarbeli in the weights ,
Brown, Tufts and Rhode Island P ritham - Davis and DeVeber in the
State. Both squads, full of confi- distance runs , Merrick in the 440,
dence, should turn in credible show- Anderson in the high jump, Washuk
ings as wearers of the Blue and Gray in the br oad jump, Nue mer in the
and despite the greater experience of javel in and Walker in th e shot are all
the opposition , the results should be potent ial point scorers who should
w orthy of the Colby representatives. aga in carry the Mules to the fro nt.

- ,.-- ...

WnkwrvilU, Mftlne
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Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Already we have a reputation for our famous Steaks,
Chops, and Italian Spaghetti Dinners
Meet me at meal time at

Tlie lee Ck«eain Uao? .

>' ,

'

'

Opposite Woodman Stadium —-For,Campiu Convenience ,^ /' vV',

J§ THE SCHEMER
1%
SPEAKS
I • -7

.Sees.All — Hears All -Tells All

Now that Prom week has come and gone things are qui et again . . .
'twas an eventfw.1 three days . . . with many familiar faces missing from
the ranks , however . . . . . .' . Tr uman Garew playe d in fine fashion . . . many
couples where t£»e girl partne r would ; have done hest to lead . . . . if you
know what we mean . . . That plot on the part of the girls failed to ma- '
terialize . . . good it did . . . was hiddish surel y . . . just before inte *-- '
mission there were present all the aspects of a movie studio . . . picturetaking by Joe Smith and his cohorts . . . The presenting of the cup was
effect rve . . . with petite queen Goodridge looking typically nice . . .
AFTER-PROMMIN G . . .

Among the gcirls who was a sight
for the eyes . . . Peg Salmond ,
queen of two years ago , was certainly
the standout . . . and the following
nite at the Tavern in purple . . .
with Larry Sullivan .. . who was pinchhitting for brotjher Jack who was unable to make the trip up from Miami
. . . Incidentally on the chaser nite
of Sat. eve the Tavern housed more
than any single one of the fraternity
j oints . . . Some of the attenders of
the. Prom affair had two escorts to

last out the nite with . . . some
should have had another . . . so limp
were many bodies . . . Chubby Caddoo in ecstacy with Daisy up from
the home town . . . The very-muchin-love couple of Bob Hussey and
Dorita Gilman dream dancing . . .
Jerry Ryan with a commendable partner in Jean Leslie . . . up from
Bates College . . . The steadily-clicking couple of Bill Deans and Polly
Walker . . . The
steadiest-clicking
couple of Marble Thayer and Hazel
Vepfer . . . The Green Lantern af-

stroll with the one he cares for . _ .
While -we 're in that vicinity we axe
reminded of the fiendish delight that
Swett gets out of the simple gesture
of buying recordings and listening to
them unfold themselves . . . is somewhat of an authority, censorer, etc':
. . . Chacamaty white-coated at the
prom . . . at the door . . . at the
pier . . . at Iha Ray Button's appearance, . . . at too early a date
. . . at a time when overcoats were
still in season . . . Royal Luther
seems certainly to have no other interest outside of feminine charm
. . . Elinor Tolman and Dwight on
a jaunt on last Sunday evening . . .
Elinor again . . . Ross this time
. . . with Victor Malins on her other
side . . . are we puzzled . .. . or
aren 't we puzzled . . .
—S—S—
AS REPORTED . . .
Among the natural couples that
seem to have formulated here at our
joi nt . . . Fran Burns and Ed Nalle
. . . Betty Wilkinson and Fitzy Fitzgibbons . . . Vale has got the evil
eye on Amelia Tinkham Johnson . . .
Hayden Wright counts that day lost
when he doesn 't receive a missle postmarked from the charm pal . . .
Butch Gilray threatened to take Cora
Emery to the Prom but the boys pre-

terwards would have found the proni
gang practically intact . . . Harold
Hurwitz up from B. U. to escort the
well-dressed Bi'bi Levine- . . . The
Tau Delts importing in a body . . •'.
a car-full arriving late Thursday eve
. . . Our own . editor, Jimmy Ross,
and his new heart-find (a townie)
. . . Mary Kossuth . . . Bob Johnson getting along well enough to escort Janice Ware to the affair . . .
Among the Misses Ave were glad to
see , . . Dotty Chandler . . . with
Alonzo Garcelon . . . But enough of
this idle reminiscing . . .. let's on
with some current material . . .
_S—S—
SPUTTERING . . .
And again ^we orbed Dave Eaton
and Jessemer. Littlefield arm-in-arrning up the rue . . . the boy has
take a plunge for the girl . . . Wonder why all the girls of the female
division voted so readily for Amie
Lindberg when his name -was brouglit
up for the honorary position of class
marshall at the coming senior Commencement exercises . . . undercover popularity that was not known
. . . Questioning again . . . what's
the significance of that new yell the
D. U. boys are giving vent to lately
. . . Bob Haskell is decidedly averse
to it . . . especially when he's oh the

vented . . . Johnny Dolan met a
new girl friend on the recent trip to
Vermont . . . and preceded to present to her the meaning of budger
without any provocation ' whatsoever
. . . Ed Boulos has,been dubbed "fllr.
Portland" by the deke louse gang
. . . will hie away to Atlantic City
with a powder puff in his hand . . .
tsk, tsk, tsk V . . Whether Andy Anderson was under the influence or
not on last Sat. - eve we do not know
. . . bnt Johnny Rideout told him
that he robbed Lucille Naples of a
kiss . . . about which Andy didn 't
know . . . so he went down and
apologized to the little lady . . . after having done not a thing . . . G.
Allen Brown is interested in the new
waitress at Verzoni's . . . an unimportant item but it takes all kinds of
news to fill a colyum . . . Bill Worsnop and Ruth Mailey at the State beside each other . . . can furnish you
with various instances on request
. . . And Edythe Silvei'man . - .
she's still receiving letters from the
dark-haired Mike Eisenfeld . . . A
bouquet of scallions to that group of
ultra-liberals who tried to sway the
Condon medal election, to the women's division . . . It's all yours now
. . . to ponder over . . .
THE SCHEMER.
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Today tobacco gives more p leasure
more
to
people than ever before.
Mtmy different claims are made for
t obacco , but most everybody agrees
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Smoking is a p leasure and the
cigar ette is the mildest and p urest
f orm in ivhich that p leasure can
be enjoyed,
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